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Abstract
Randomized algorithms and protocols assume the availability of a perfect source of randomness. In
real life, however, perfect randomness is rare and is almost never guaranteed. The gap between these
two facts motivated much of the work on randomness and derandomization in theoretical computer
science.

In this work, we define a new type of randomized algorithms (and protocols), that we call
robustly-randomized algorithms (protocols). Such algorithms have access to two separate (read-once)
random strings. The first string is trusted to be perfectly random, but its length is bounded by
some parameter k = k(n) (where n is the length of the input). We think of k as relatively small, say
sub-linear or poly-logarithmic in n. The second string is of unbounded length and is assumed to be
random, but its randomness is not trusted.

The output of the algorithm is either an output in the set of possible outputs of the problem, or
a special symbol, interpreted as do not know and denoted by ⊥. On every input for the algorithm,
the output of the algorithm must satisfy the following two requirements:
1. If the second random string is perfectly random then the algorithm must output the correct

answer with high probability.
2. If the second random string is an arbitrary string, even adversarially chosen after seeing the

input, the algorithm must output with high probability either the correct answer or the special
symbol ⊥.

We discuss relations of this new definition to several previously studied notions in randomness
and derandomization. For example, when considering polynomial-time algorithms, if k is logarithmic
we get the complexity class ZPP, while if k is unbounded we get the complexity class BPP, and for a
general k, the algorithm can be viewed as an interactive proof with a probabilistic polynomial-time
prover and a probabilistic polynomial-time verifier, where the prover is allowed an unlimited number
of random bits and the verifier is limited to at most k random bits.

Every previously-studied class of randomized algorithms or protocols, and more generally, every
previous use of randomness in theoretical computer science, can be revisited and redefined in light
of our new definition, by replacing each random string with a pair of random strings, the first is
trusted to be perfectly random but is relatively short and the second is of unlimited length but
its randomness is not trusted. The main question that we ask is: In which settings and for which
problems is the untrusted random string helpful?

Our main technical observation is that every problem in the class BPL (of problems solvable by
bounded-error randomized logspace algorithms) can be solved by a robustly-randomized logspace
algorithm with k = O(log n), that is with just a logarithmic number of trusted random bits. We also
give query complexity separations that show cases where the untrusted random string is provenly
helpful. Specifically, we show that there are promise problems that can be solved by robustly-
randomized protocols with only one query and just a logarithmic number of trusted random bits,
whereas any randomized protocol requires either a linear number of random bits or an exponential
number of queries, and any zero-error randomized protocol requires a polynomial number of queries.
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1 Introduction

The use of randomness is common in theoretical computer science and is essential for
many applications. Randomized algorithms and protocols assume the existence of a source
of randomness that is trusted to be perfectly random. In real life, however, sources of
randomness are rarely trusted to be perfectly random. Many works on randomness and
derandomization in theoretical computer science originated from the attempt to bridge that
gap. In this work, we ask: Is untrusted randomness helpful?

We define robustly-randomized algorithms as algorithms that have access to two separate
random strings. The first string is trusted to be perfectly random, but is very short. The
second string is of unbounded length and is assumed to be random, but its randomness is not
trusted. If the second random string is perfectly random then the algorithm must output the
correct answer with high probability. If the second random string is an arbitrary string, even
adversarially chosen after seeing the input, the algorithm must output with high probability
either the correct answer or the special symbol ⊥, interpreted as do not know.

For simplicity, we define here robustly-randomized algorithms for total functions f :
{0, 1}n → {0, 1}. Similar definitions can be given for partial functions, search problems,
etcetera. Similar definitions can also be given in essentially all other settings where random
strings are used, for example, query complexity, interactive proofs, etcetera.

▶ Definition 1. Let f = {fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}}n∈N be a family of functions. Let k : N→ N
be a monotone computable function. Let A be a randomized algorithm that uses two separate
(read-once) random strings R1, R2. We say that A is a robustly-randomized algorithm for
f , with O(k) trusted random bits, if on every input x of length n, the algorithm A reads at
most O(k(n)) bits from R1 and the output A(x) satisfies the following two requirements:
1.

Pr
R1,R2

[A(x) = fn(x)] ≥ 3
4

(where the probability is over the uniform distribution over R1, R2).
2. For every r (even adversarially chosen after seeing the input x),

Pr
R1

[A(x) ∈ {fn(x),⊥}|R2 = r] ≥ 3
4

(where the probability is over the uniform distribution over R1).

For a language L ⊆ N, we say that A is a robustly-randomized algorithm for L if A is a
robustly-randomized algorithm for the family f that corresponds to L.

Definition 1 is for the bounded-error case, where the algorithm is allowed to err with
probability 1

4 , regardless of the value of fn(x). Similarly, we can define the one-sided-error
case, where we require in addition that if fn(x) = 0 then A(x) is always in {0,⊥} (regardless
of the content of R1, R2).

https://doi.org/10.4230/LIPIcs.ITCS.2023.56
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Many questions could be asked about robustly-randomized algorithms. We focus here on
the following motivating question: In which settings, are robustly-randomized algorithms
that read O(k) trusted random bits (and an unbounded number of untrusted random bits)
stronger than randomized algorithms that read O(k) (trusted) random bits? In other words,
in which settings is the untrusted random string helpful?

1.1 Polynomial-Time Algorithms
We first consider polynomial-time algorithms.

▶ Definition 2. Let k : N→ N be a monotone computable function. The class RPP(k) is the
class of all languages computable by a polynomial-time robustly-randomized algorithm with
O(k) trusted random bits.

1.1.1 BPP and ZPP
Let ZPP be the class of problems solvable by zero-error probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithms, BPP be the class of problems solvable by bounded-error probabilistic polynomial-
time algorithms, and BPP(k) be the class of problems solvable by bounded-error probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithms that are limited to reading O(k) random bits. We observe the
following relations between the class RPP(k) and the classes ZPP, BPP and BPP(k). The
proofs of all propositions below are in Section 4.

▶ Proposition 1.

RPP(log n) = ZPP.

▶ Proposition 2. For every k,

BPP(k) ⊆ RPP(k).

▶ Proposition 3. For every k,

BPP(k)ZPP ⊆ RPP(k).

▶ Proposition 4.⋃
c

RPP(nc) = BPP.

By the hardness-vs-randomness paradigm [16, 4, 19, 12, 9], all these complexity classes
are conjectured to be identical, as they are all conjectured to be identical to P. From that
perspective and in light of Proposition 4, it is an intriguing open problem to prove that
BPP = RPP(k) for small values of k, say, k = o(n), and this can be viewed as an intermediate
goal towards proving BPP = ZPP or even BPP = P. In light of Proposition 2, it is an
intriguing open problem to show examples of natural problems in RPP(k) that are currently
not known to be in BPP(k) ∪ ZPP. We note that there are artificial problems that give
conditional separations:

▶ Proposition 5. For every k, if BPP(k) ̸⊆ ZPP and ZPP ̸⊆ BPP(k), then

BPP(k) ∪ ZPP ̸= RPP(k).

ITCS 2023
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1.1.2 Interactive Proofs for Verifying Randomness

We show that a polynomial-time robustly-randomized algorithm with O(k) trusted random
bits is equivalent to an interactive proof with a probabilistic polynomial-time prover and a
probabilistic polynomial-time verifier, where the prover is allowed an unlimited number of
random bits and the verifier is limited to at most O(k) (public or private) random bits (that
are guaranteed to be perfectly random). That is, unlike standard interactive proofs, the
prover and the verifier here have the same computational power and only differ in the number
of random bits that they are allowed to use. Such an interactive proof can be viewed as a
proof of randomness: The prover sends a random string to the verifier and tries to convince
the verifier that that random string is sufficiently random to perform the computation on a
particular input x (that they both know).

▶ Proposition 6. A language L is in RPP(k) if and only if it is recognizable by an interactive
proof (which outputs 1, 0 or ⊥) with a probabilistic polynomial-time prover and a probabilistic
polynomial-time verifier, where the verifier is limited to at most O(k) random bits.

1.2 Logarithmic-Space Algorithms

Next, we consider logarithmic-space algorithms.

▶ Definition 3. Let k : N → N be a monotone computable function. The class RPL(k) is
the class of all languages computable by a logarithmic-space and polynomial-time robustly-
randomized algorithm with O(k) trusted random bits.

We prove that the entire class BPL (of problems solvable by bounded-error probabilistic
logspace algorithms) collapses to the class RPL(log n). That is, every problem in BPL is
solvable by a robustly-randomized logspace algorithm with just a logarithmic number of
trusted random bits. For comparison, the currently best known pseudorandom generators
for BPL require O(log2 n) truly random bits (and O(log2 n) space to store them) [11, 8, 6].
Saks’ and Zhou’s derandomization result for BPL shows that every problem in BPL is
solvable by a deterministic algorithm with O(log3/2 n) space [15] and this was improved to
O(log3/2 n/

√
log log n) space by Hoza [7].

▶ Proposition 7.

RPL(log n) = BPL.

Moreover, we show that every problem in BPL has a streaming proof between a prob-
abilistic logspace prover and a probabilistic logspace verifier, where the verifier uses only
O(log n) random bits and has a read-once one-way access to the proof that is streamed by
the prover. In other words, the prover provides a polynomial-length proof that is streamed
to the verifier and the verifier can check whether the computation was performed correctly
using only O(log n) random bits.

We also characterize ZPL using robustly-randomized algorithms, thereby providing an
alternate interpretation of the BPL versus ZPL problem.

▶ Proposition 8.

RPL(1) = ZPL.
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1.3 Query-Complexity Separations
Finally, we consider the query-complexity model, where one can fully prove that the untrusted
random string is helpful.

▶ Proposition 9. For any n, k ∈ N, there are two disjoint subsets A, B ⊂ {0, 1, 2}2n+k (where
{0, 1, 2}2n+k is viewed as the set of all functions f : {0, 1}n+k → {0, 1, 2}), such that, given a
black box access to a function f : {0, 1}n+k → {0, 1, 2}, the following three are satisfied:
1. There is a robustly-randomized protocol that uses only k trusted random bits and only one

query to f and distinguishes between the cases f ∈ A and f ∈ B with probability at least
3
4 .

2. For any constant ϵ > 0, any randomized protocol that uses at most (1− ϵ)n random bits
and distinguishes between the cases f ∈ A and f ∈ B with probability at least 3

4 , requires
at least 2Ω(n) queries to f .

3. Any zero-error randomized protocol that distinguishes between the cases f ∈ A and f ∈ B

with probability at least 3
4 (and outputs do not know with probability at most 1

4 ) requires
at least 2Ω(k) queries to f .
Specifically, taking k = log n in Proposition 9, we observe that there are promise prob-

lems that can be solved by robustly-randomized protocols with only one query and just a
logarithmic number of trusted random bits, whereas any randomized protocol requires either
a linear number of random bits or an exponential number of queries, and any zero-error
randomized protocol requires a polynomial number of queries.

1.4 Relations to Other Work
Derandomization and Pseudorandomness

A large body of work on derandomization attempts to reduce the amount of randomness
used by randomized algorithms. For example, a pseudorandom generator attempts to use
a small seed of truly random bits to produce a larger number of pseudorandom bits, that
look random to all randomized algorithms in a certain class of algorithms (see [17] for a
survey). The commonality between these works and our approach is the attempt to reduce
the amount of true (trusted) randomness that is used. Here, we suggest to use, in addition to
a small number of truly (trusted) random bits, an additional source of untrusted random bits.
One could add such a source in essentially all attempts of derandomization. For example,
one could consider pseudorandom generators that use in addition to a small seed of truly
random bits, an unlimited number of untrusted random bits.

Seeded Extractors

Seeded extractors [13] (and many follow-up works) attempt to use a small seed of truly random
bits, together with a weakly-random source, to produce a larger number of almost-random
bits (that in turn can be used as a random source for any randomized algorithm). The main
difference between seeded extractors and our approach is that seeded extractors necessarily
require some assumption on the weakly-random source used, usually requiring that it contains
a sufficient amount of min-entropy, while here we don’t make any assumption about the
source. (An additional difference is that seeded extractors are required to produce an output
that is close to be perfectly random, while here we only try to fool a particular algorithm or
class of algorithms. We note though that there are many other works that consider only a
particular algorithm or class of algorithms).

ITCS 2023
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Certified Quantum Randomness

A large body of recent work suggests the use of a small number of truly random bits, together
with quantum sources of randomness, to produce a large number of random bits that are
guaranteed to be almost perfectly random, by the laws of physics. Such constructions
were suggested based on violating Bell inequalities with multiple devices [14, 18, 10], based
on post-quantum cryptography [5] and based on advantage of quantum computation over
classical computation [1, 3]. While these works do consider a possible adversarial behavior of
the source of randomness, as we do here, they all rely on the use of quantum devices (as well
as on certain assumptions, such as, no communication between different devices, or hardness
assumptions).

2 Preliminaries

Let n ∈ N. We use [n] to denote {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let v ∈ Rn. For i ∈ [n] we use vi to denote the

i-th coordinate of v. Let 1 ≤ k <∞. Let ∥v∥k :=
(∑

i∈[n] |vi|k
)1/k

denote the ℓk-norm of v.

This induces an operator norm on matrices M ∈ Rn×n by ∥M∥k := maxv∈Rn\{0⃗}
∥M(v)∥k

∥v∥k
.

This norm is sub-multiplicative, i.e., ∥M · N∥k ≤ ∥M∥k · ∥N∥k for all M, N ∈ Rn×n. Let
∥v∥∞ = maxi∈[n] |vi| denote the ℓ∞-norm of v and let ∥M∥max := maxi,j∈[n] |Mi,j | (this is
not an induced operator norm). We have the following inequalities for all M ∈ Rn×n, v ∈ Rn

and 1 ≤ k, k′ <∞.

∥M∥max ≤ ∥M∥k ≤ n · ∥M∥max

k ≥ k′ =⇒ ∥v∥k ≤ ∥v∥k′ ≤ n · ∥v∥k

We say that a matrix is stochastic (resp. sub-stochastic) if each entry is in [0, 1] and every
column has entries which sum to 1 (resp. at most 1). A sub-stochastic matrix M satisfies
∥M∥1 ≤ 1. We use M [i, j] to refer to the (i, j)th entry of the matrix M .

2.1 Our Model of Computation
In this work, a deterministic Turing machine consists of a read-only input tape, a work tape
and a write-once output tape. A randomized Turing Machine has an additional infinite
read-once randomness tape consisting of random bits. Let S, T, R : N→ N be any monotone
computable functions. We typically use S to denote the space complexity and T to denote the
time complexity of a Turing Machine. When we say that an event occurs with high probability,
we typically mean that it occurs with probability at least 2/3. An algorithm is said to
have bounded error if the probability of error is at most 1/3. By standard error-reduction
techniques, we could choose this number to be any constant in (0, 1/2).

A deterministic (resp. bounded-error randomized) (S, T ) algorithm refers to a deterministic
(resp. randomized) Turing Machine such that for all x ∈ {0, 1}∗, |x| = n, the machine with x

on its input tape, uses at most S(n) bits of space on its work tape and runs in at most T (n)
time. We say that an algorithm computes a family of functions {fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}∗}n∈N
if for all n ∈ N, x ∈ {0, 1}n, the output of the algorithm on input x is fn(x) (with high
probability if the algorithm is bounded-error randomized). These functions may be partial,
i.e., defined on a strict subset of {0, 1}n. The Turing machine is said to use R bits of
randomness if on inputs of size n ∈ N, the machine never reads more than R(n) bits on the
randomness tape.
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Polynomial-Time Computation

A polynomial-time algorithm refers to a (poly(n), poly(n)) algorithm. The (promise) class
BPP refers to all families of single-bit-output functions computable by randomized polynomial-
time algorithms. The (promise) class ZPP refers to families computable by randomized
algorithms whose expected runtime is poly(n) and that have zero error. All these classes are
promise classes for us, so for the rest of the paper, we omit this prefix.

Logspace Computation

A logspace algorithm refers to an (O(log(n)), poly(n)) algorithm. The (promise) class L refers
to all families of single-bit-output functions computable by deterministic logspace algorithms.
The (promise) class BPL refers to all families of single-bit-output functions computable by
randomized logspace algorithms with high probability. The (promise) class ZPL refers to
families computable by randomized algorithms whose space is O(log(n)) and whose expected
runtime is poly(n) and that have zero error. As mentioned before, in our paper, all these
classes are promise classes so we omit this prefix. We use the notation family of functions,
languages and problems interchangeably.

We say that a family F = {fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}}n∈N of functions is logspace-reducible to
a family G = {gn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}}n∈N of functions if there is a polynomial function M(n) =
poly(n) and a deterministic logspace algorithm A which for all n ∈ N, on input x ∈ supp(fn)
outputs A(x) ∈ supp(gm) where m = M(n) such that fn(x) = 1 ⇐⇒ gm(A(x)) = 1. We
say that a problem P is logspace-complete for a class A of algorithms if P ∈ A and for
every Q ∈ A, Q is logspace-reducible to P . We make use of the following logspace-complete
problem for BPL.

▶ Definition 4 (Stochastic Matrix Powering). In the Stochastic Matrix Powering Problem,
the inputs are an n× n stochastic matrix M and a parameter T such that T ≤ poly(n). The
promise on the input is that MT [n, 1] ≥ 4

5 or MT [n, 1] ≤ 1
5 . The goal is to output 1 in the

former case and 0 in the latter case.

▶ Proposition 10. The Stochastic Matrix Powering Problem is logspace-complete for BPL.

The proof of this fact is quite standard and is deferred to the appendix.

2.2 Robustly-Randomized Algorithms
We recall the definition of robustly-randomized algorithms.

▶ Definition 1. Let f = {fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}}n∈N be a family of functions. Let k : N→ N
be a monotone computable function. Let A be a randomized algorithm that uses two separate
(read-once) random strings R1, R2. We say that A is a robustly-randomized algorithm for
f , with O(k) trusted random bits, if on every input x of length n, the algorithm A reads at
most O(k(n)) bits from R1 and the output A(x) satisfies the following two requirements:
1.

Pr
R1,R2

[A(x) = fn(x)] ≥ 3
4

(where the probability is over the uniform distribution over R1, R2).
2. For every r (even adversarially chosen after seeing the input x),

Pr
R1

[A(x) ∈ {fn(x),⊥}|R2 = r] ≥ 3
4

(where the probability is over the uniform distribution over R1).

ITCS 2023
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In particular, we will be interested in the classes RPP(k) and RPL(k) defined as follows.

▶ Definition 2. Let k : N→ N be a monotone computable function. The class RPP(k) is
the class of all languages computable by a polynomial-time robustly-randomized algorithm
with O(k) trusted random bits.

▶ Definition 3. Let k : N → N be a monotone computable function. The class RPL(k)
is the class of all languages computable by a logspace polynomial-time robustly-randomized
algorithm with O(k) trusted random bits.

Although the classes RPP and RPL are defined with error parameter 1/4, we could choose
it to be any constant in (0, 1/2). This is because (by standard error-reduction techniques) we
can reduce the error to any desired constant in (0, 1/2) by repeating the algorithm O(1) times
in parallel and taking the majority of the outputs. This step only blows up the amount of
randomness, space and time required by a constant multiplicative factor and doesn’t change
the definition of the classes.

2.3 Streaming Proofs
A streaming proof consists of a pair of randomized Turing machines (a randomized prover and
a randomized verifier) which share a common stream tape. We assume that the verifier is a
logspace machine. The prover doesn’t have a separate output tape, instead, it has write-once
access to the stream tape onto which it writes a proof Π. The verifier has read-once access to
the stream tape from which it can read Π. Both the verifier and the prover have read-many
access to the input x ∈ {0, 1}∗. We allow the prover and verifier to output a special symbol ⊥.
Upon outputting this symbol, the algorithm stops all further processing and we say that the
algorithm aborts.

▶ Definition 5. Let F = {fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}}n∈N be a famility of functions. Let
P, S, T : N→ N be monotone computable functions. We say that F has an (S, T )-streaming
proof of length P if there exists a randomized (S, T )-prover P using a random string R2 and
a randomized logspace verifier V using a random string R1 such that on input x ∈ supp(fn),
1. The honest prover P, with at least 3

4 probability over R2, outputs a (randomized) proof
Π ∈ {0, 1}P (n) such that

Pr
R1

[V(x, Π) = fn(x)] ≥ 3
4

(where the probability is over the uniform distribution over R1, R2).
2. For an arbitrary Π ∈ {0, 1}P (n) (even adversarially chosen after seeing the input x),

Pr
R1

[V(x, Π) ∈ {fn(x),⊥}] ≥ 3
4

(where the probability is over the uniform distribution over R1).
Let k : N→ N be a monotone computable function. If the verifier V never reads more than
O(k(n)) random bits from R1, we say that the verifier uses at most O(k(n)) random bits.

We sometimes omit mentioning the length P (n) of the proof and it is understood that it
is always at most T (n).

3 Streaming Proofs for BPL

In this section, we prove Proposition 7. Towards this, we show the following claims.
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▷ Claim 6. A family of functions is in RPL(k) if it has a streaming proof between a logspace
verifier and a logspace prover where the verifier uses O(k) random bits.

Proof of Claim 6. Given a streaming proof between a logspace verifier and a logspace prover
where the verifier uses O(k) random bits, consider a RPL(k) algorithm that simulates the
verifier using trusted randomness. For each bit of the stream that the verifier wants to
read, we have the algorithm simulate the honest prover using untrusted randomness. The
completeness follows as both the verifier and the honest prover simultaneously succeed with
probability at least (3/4)2 ≥ 0.55, furthemore, the probability that the verifier incorrectly
answers given any proof is at most 1/4. As mentioned before, by standard error-reduction
techniques, we can amplify the completeness to be at least 3/4. This completes the proof.

◁

▷ Claim 7. A family of functions is in BPL if and only if it has a streaming proof between a
logspace verifier and a logspace prover where the verifier uses O(log(n)) random bits.

Proof of Proposition 7 from Claim 7 and Claim 6. Firstly, it is easy to see the contain-
ment RPL(log(n)) ⊆ BPL. We consider any RPL(log(n)) algorithm and modify it so that
whenever it is supposed to output ⊥, it outputs 0 instead. This can be viewed as a BPL
algorithm with error at most 1/4 and thus, RPL(log(n)) ⊆ BPL.

The conclusion that BPL ⊆ RPL(log(n)) follows immediately from Claim 6 and Claim 7.
◀

We devote the rest of the section to the proof of Claim 7.

3.1 Proof of Claim 7
We begin by observing that one direction is easy, i.e., given a streaming proof between an
honest randomized logspace prover and verifier, both these algorithms can be simulated by a
randomized logspace algorithm. It suffices to show the other direction.

It suffices to develop a streaming proof for the Stochastic Matrix Powering problem
(which is logspace-complete for BPL). Towards this, we define a notion of a δ-good sequence
of vectors for a stochastic matrix M .

▶ Definition 8. Let M be any n× n stochastic matrix and T ≤ poly(n) be a natural number.
Let vi = M i(e1) for all i ≤ T . Let δ ∈ [0, 1]. A sequence of vectors v′

0, v′
1, . . . , v′

T ∈ Rn is
said to be δ-good for M if for all i ∈ [T ], we have ∥v′

i − vi∥1 ≤ δ and v′
0 = e1.

We make use of the following two claims.

▷ Claim 9. There is a randomized logspace prover which given an n× n stochastic matrix
M and parameters T ≤ poly(n), δ ≥ 1

poly(n) as input, outputs a δ-good sequence of vectors
for M with probability at least 3

4 .

▷ Claim 10. Let 0 < δ ≤ 1
104nT 3 . There is a randomized logspace verifier which given any

n× n stochastic matrix M and parameters T ≤ poly(n), δ ≥ 1
poly(n) as input and read-once

access to a stream of vectors v′
0, . . . , v′

T ∈ Rn (where each vector is specified up to Θ(log(n))
bits of precision), does the following.

If the sequence is δ-good for M , then the probability that the algorithm aborts is at most
1/4.
If ∥v′

T − vT ∥1 ≥
1
4 , then the algorithm aborts with probability at least 3/4.

Furthermore, this algorithm only uses O(log(n)) bits of randomness.

ITCS 2023
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We now complete the proof of Claim 7 using Claim 9 and Claim 10. Consider the
Stochastic Matrix Powering Problem. Given an n× n stochastic matrix M as input and a
parameter T ≤ poly(n), set δ = 1

104nT 3 . Run the prover’s algorithm from Claim 9 using this
value of δ to produce a stream v′

0, . . . , v′
T . Run the verifier’s algorithm from Claim 10 on

this stream to verify. If it doesn’t abort, we have the verifier return 1 if v′
T (n) ≥ 2/3, return

0 if v′
T (n) ≤ 1/3 and return ⊥ otherwise.

Completeness

Claim 9 implies that an honest prover outputs a δ-good sequence with probability at least 3
4 .

Claim 10 implies that a verifier aborts an honest proof with very small probability. Since
∥v′

T − vT ∥1 ≤ δ ≪ 1/10 by assumption, if vT (n) ≥ 4/5, then v′
T (n) ≥ 2/3 and if vT (n) ≤ 1/5

then v′
T (n) ≤ 1/3. Since MT [n, 1] = vT (n), the verifier will return the correct answer

whenever the sub-routine doesn’t abort.

Soundness

Consider the behavior of this verifier on an arbitrary proof. If the verifier makes a mistake and
returns an incorrect answer, it must be the case that either vT (n) ≥ 4/5 and v′

T (n) ≤ 1/3 or
vT (n) ≤ 1/5 and v′

T (n) ≥ 2/3. In either case, we must have ∥v′
T − vT ∥k ≥ |v

′
T (n)− vT (n)| ≥

1/4. Claim 10 implies that such a proof is aborted with probability at least 3
4 .

This completes the proof of Claim 7. We now proceed to prove Claim 9 and Claim 10.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Prover in Claim 9.

Input : An n× n stochastic matrix M and parameters T ≤ poly(n), δ ≥ 1
poly(n) .

Output : A δ-good sequence of vectors v′
0, v′

1, . . . , v′
T ∈ Rn .

begin
Output v0 = e1.;
Round down each entry of the input matrix M to δ

6nT additive error to produce a
sub-stochastic matrix M̃ so that

∥∥∥M − M̃
∥∥∥

1
≤ δ

6T .;
Set C = Θ(n2 log(nT )/δ2).;
for i = 1 to T , j = 1 to n do

for count = 1 to C do
(*) Set estimatei,j = 0.;
Create a register on ⌈log(n)⌉ bits initialized to the state 1.;
for t = 1 to i do

Suppose the current state is k ∈ [n]. Sample a new state k′ ∈ [n] with
probability exactly M̃ [k, k′]. Suppose this sampling process fails (due
to the columns of M̃ summing to less than one), increase count, then
go to step (*) if count ≤ C and go to (**) otherwise.;

end
If the final state is j, update estimatei,j ← estimatei,j + 1. ;

end
(**) Output v′

i(j) = estimatei,j/C. ;
end

end
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Proof of Claim 9. The prover’s algorithm is formally described in Algorithm 1. The informal
description is as follows. The prover first rounds down each entry of the input matrix M

to δ
6nT additive error to produce a sub-stochastic matrix M̃ that is close to M . The prover

maintains a state in [n] and evolves this state (approximately) according to the (nearly)
stochastic matrix M̃ . The prover then uses multiple samples to get an estimate of the entries
of M̃ i(e1).

Time & Space Complexity of this Algorithm. It is clear that all these operations can be
done by a randomized logspace algorithm.

Correctness of this Algorithm. Let ṽi = M̃ i(e1) for i ∈ {0, . . . , T}. Since
∥∥∥M̃ −M

∥∥∥
1
≤ δ

6T ,
we have

for all i ∈ [T ],
∥∥∥M̃ i −M i

∥∥∥
1
≤

(
1 + δ

6T

)i

− 1 ≤ δ

2 .

(1)

Thus,

for all i ∈ [T ], ∥ṽi − vi∥1 ≜
∥∥∥M̃ i(e1)−M i(e1)

∥∥∥
1
≤

∥∥∥M̃ i −M i
∥∥∥

1
≤ δ

2 . (2)

It is not too hard to observe that by evolving the state 1 for i steps according to M̃ (and
aborting when the sampling process fails), the algorithm produces a (probabilistic) state which
is j with probability exactly ṽi(j) for each j ∈ [n] (and ⊥ with the remaining probability).
By repeated sampling and taking the empirical average, the algorithm can estimate each ṽi(j)
up to δ

2n accuracy with probability at least 1−O
( 1

nT

)
using C = Θ

(
n2 log(nT )

δ2

)
samples by

the Chernoff bound. This, along with a union bound over i ∈ [T ], j ∈ [n] implies that the
algorithm with probability at least 7

8 , estimates each ṽi(j) up to δ
2n precision, and hence by

Equation (2) produces v′
i such that ∥v′

i − vi∥1 ≤ δ. ◁

Proof of Claim 10. The verifier’s algorithm is formally described in Algorithm 2. The
informal description is as follows. The verifier will try to check that M̃(v′

i−1) is approximately
equal to v′

i for all i ∈ [T ]. However, to do this in a streaming fashion, the verifier will instead
test that a random linear combination of these approximate equations holds. To reduce the
randomness from T to O(log n), instead of using a truly random combination of the equations
the verifier uses a pseudorandom combination drawn using a 4-wise independent collection of
{−1, 1}-random variables. This is similar to the ℓ2-frequency estimation algorithm in [2].

Time & Space Complexity of this Algorithm. One can sample from a collection of 4-wise
independent {−1, 1}-random variables of size O(nT ) in logspace using only O(log(nT )) bits
of randomness [2]. Note that the quantity ∆ ≜

∑
i∈[T ]
j∈[n]

αi,j ·
(

(M̃(v′
i−1))(j)− v′

i(j)
)

can be

expressed
∑

i∈{0,...,T }
j∈[n]

βi,jv′
i(j) where βi,j are coefficients that depend only on the entries of

M̃ and α, and can be computed in logspace. Thus, a logspace algorithm can read the stream
of v′

i(j) for i = 0, . . . , T and j ∈ [n] once from left to right and compute ∆ ≜
∑

i,j βi,jv′
i(j)

in a streaming fashion. As the entries of the matrices and the vectors are O(log(n)) bits
long, the arithmetic can be done in logspace. The time complexity of this process is hence
poly(n) and the space complexity is O(log(n)).
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Verifier in Claim 10.

Input : An n× n stochastic matrix M , parameters
T ≤ poly(n), 1

104nT 3 ≥ δ ≥ 1
poly(n) and read-once access to a stream of

vectors v′
0, . . . , v′

T ∈ Rn.
Output : If the sequence is δ-good for M , then return ⊥ with probability at most 1

4 .
If ∥v′

T − vT ∥1 ≥
1
4 , return ⊥ with probability at least 3

4 .
begin

Round down each entry of the input matrix M to δ
6nT additive error to produce a

sub-stochastic matrix M̃ so that
∥∥∥M − M̃

∥∥∥
1
≤ δ

6T .
Return ⊥ if v′

0 ̸= e1.;
for t = 1 to 11 do

Sample αi,j ∈ {−1, 1} for i ∈ [T ], j ∈ [n] from a collection of 4-wise
independent {−1, 1}-random variables with mean 0.;

Compute ∆ :=
∑

i∈[T ],j∈[n] αi,j · wi,j where for i ∈ [T ], j ∈ [n], we have
wi,j := (M̃(v′

i−1))(j)− v′
i(j).;

Return ⊥ if |∆| > 30Tδ.
end

end

We now move on to the completeness and soundness. Let w ∈ RnT be defined at
i ∈ [T ], j ∈ [n] by wi,j ≜ (M̃(v′

i−1))(j)− v′
i(j) as before. Let ṽ0, . . . , ṽT be defined as before.

Completeness of the Algorithm. Suppose v′
0, . . . , v′

T is a δ-good sequence, then ∥v′
i−vi∥1 ≤

δ for all i ∈ [T ] and v′
0 = e1. Since M is a contraction map with respect to ∥ · ∥1, this along

with Equation (1) implies that for all i ∈ [T ],

∥∥∥M̃(v′
i−1)− v′

i

∥∥∥
1
≤

∥∥∥M̃(v′
i−1)−M(v′

i−1)
∥∥∥

1
+

∥∥M(v′
i−1)−M(vi−1)

∥∥
1

+ ∥M(vi−1)− vi∥1 + ∥vi − v′
i∥1

≤
∥∥∥M̃ −M

∥∥∥
1
· ∥v′

i−1∥1 + ∥vi−1 − v′
i−1∥1 + ∥vi − v′

i∥1

≤ δ
6T · (1 + δ) + δ + δ ≤ 3δ.

Thus, ∥w∥2 ≤ ∥w∥1 ≤ 3Tδ. Consider the quantity ⟨α, w⟩ =
∑

i,j αi,jwi,j that the algorithm
estimates. Note that E [⟨α, w⟩] = 0 and that E

[
⟨α, w⟩2

]
=

∑
i,j w2

i,j . Chebyshev’s Inequality
implies that with probability at least 0.99, we have |⟨α, w⟩| ≤ 30Tδ. This implies that with
probability at least (0.99)11 ≥ 0.8, every iteration of the inner loop in Algorithm 2 does
not reject.

Soundness of the Algorithm. Suppose a dishonest prover produces a stream v′
0, . . . , v′

T

such that ∥v′
T (1)− vT ∥1 ≥

1
4 . The verifier always returns ⊥ if v′

0 ̸= e1, so we may assume
that v′

0 = e1. Let ε = 1
10T . We argue that for some i ∈ [T ], we must have ∥wi∥1 ≥ ε. Assume

by contradiction that
∥∥∥M̃(v′

i−1)− v′
i

∥∥∥
1
≤ ε for all i ∈ [T ]. Hence, by Triangle Inequality and
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Equation (1), (and since ṽ0 = e1) we have

∥ṽT − v′
T ∥1 =

∥∥∥M̃T (v′
0)− v′

T

∥∥∥
1
≤

∑
i

∥∥∥M̃T −(i−1)(v′
i−1)− M̃T −i(v′

i)
∥∥∥

1

≤
∑

i

∥∥∥M̃T −i
∥∥∥

1
·
∥∥∥M̃(v′

i−1)− v′
i

∥∥∥
1

≤
∑

i

ε

≤ Tε.

Equation (2) implies that ∥ṽT − vT ∥1 ≤
δ
2 . This implies that ∥v′

T − vT ∥1 ≤
δ
2 + Tε. We

assumed that ∥vT − v′
T ∥1 ≥

1
4 . Hence, it follows that

1
4 ≤

δ
2 + Tε.

Since we chose ε = 1
10T and δ ≤ 1/10, this is a contradiction. Thus, we must have

∥w∥2 ≥ ∥w∥1
nT ≥ ε

nT . Note that E [⟨α, w⟩] = 0 and E
[
⟨α, w⟩2

]
= ∥w∥2

2. Furthermore,

E
[
⟨α, w⟩4

]
= E

 ∑
i,j,k,l

wiwjwkwlαiαjαkαl

 ≤ 6
∑
i,j

w2
i w2

j ≤ 6∥w∥4
2

Here, we used the fact that the random variables are 4-wise independent. The Payley-
Zygmund Inequality implies that

Pr
[
⟨α, w⟩2 ≥ 1

10 · ∥w∥
2
2

]
≥

(
1− 1

10

)2
·

(
E

[
⟨α, w⟩2

])2

E [⟨α, w⟩4] ≥ 1
8 .

This, along with the fact that ∥w∥2 ≥ ε
nT implies that Pr

[
|⟨α, w⟩| ≥ ε

10nT

]
≥ 1

8 . By repeating
this experiment 11 times, we can ensure that with probability at least 1− (1− 1/8)11 ≥ 3/4,
we find at least one instance so that |⟨α, w⟩| ≥ ε

10nT . Since δ ≤ 1
104nT 3 , we have

ε
10nT = 1

100nT 2 > 30Tδ

Thus, with probability at least 3/4, we have |⟨α, w⟩| > 30Tδ. This implies that the algorithm
returns ⊥ with probability at least 3/4. ◁

▶ Remark. In our algorithm, the verifier essentially checks if a certain random linear combin-
ation of the M̃(v′

i−1) is close to the same linear combination of the v′
i. The verifier could have

instead checked if for every i ∈ [T ], M̃(v′
i−1) was close to v′

i. (This could have been done
by testing for each i ∈ [T ] whether

〈
M̃(v′

i−1), w
〉

was close to ⟨v′
i, w⟩ for a certain random

vector w.) While the latter test is conceptually simpler, the former test has the additional
useful property that the verifier simply computes a linear function in the variables {vi(j)}.

4 Relations with Other Complexity Classes

In this section we restate and prove the rest of the propositions in Section 1.1 and Section 1.2.

▶ Proposition 1.

RPP(log n) = ZPP.
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Proof. Given a language L in ZPP, consider the zero-error randomized algorithm for L

that outputs the correct answer with probability at least 3
4 . This algorithm can be directly

viewed as a robustly-randomized algorithm where all the random bits are untrusted, and
thus ZPP ⊆ RPP(0).

On the other hand, given a language L in RPP(log n), consider its robustly-randomized
algorithm A with O(log n) trusted random bits R1 and (polynomially many) untrusted
random bits R2. We design a zero-error randomized algorithm for L as follows. After
sampling r ∼ R2 and storing r, it iterates through all 2O(log n) possible values of R1. In
each iteration it runs A based on the chosen value of R1 and r, and takes the majority vote
(breaking ties arbitrarily) over all 2O(log n) outputs as the final output.

To see the correctness of the algorithm, first notice that it is zero-error as for every r,
any incorrect answer can be outputted by at most 1

4 fraction of R1 and thus cannot win the
majority vote. Also notice that the correct answer wins the majority vote if it is outputted
for more than half of R1. Since the correct answer is outputted with probability at least 3

4
over R1, R2, it must win the majority vote (and be the final output) with probability at least
1
2 over R2.

Therefore we showed RPP(log n) ⊆ ZPP, and together it holds that RPP(0) = ZPP =
RPP(log n). ◀

▶ Proposition 2. For every k,

BPP(k) ⊆ RPP(k).

Proof. Given a language L in BPP(k), consider the bounded-error randomized algorithm for
L that outputs the correct answer with probability at least 3

4 . This algorithm can be directly
viewed as a robustly-randomized algorithm where all the O(k) random bits are trusted, and
thus BPP(k) ⊆ RPP(k). ◀

▶ Proposition 3. For every k,

BPP(k)ZPP ⊆ RPP(k).

Proof. Consider an algorithm in BPP(k)ZPP with error probability 7
8 . By Proposition 1 and

Proposition 2, we can simulate such an algorithm with a RPP(k) algorithm that uses only
trusted random bits itself, but answers the oracle calls with RPP(0) subroutines which uses
only untrusted random bits. The overall number of trusted random bits is O(k).

Suppose there are m oracle calls. We can assume each RPP(0) subroutine outputs the
correct answer to the oracle call with probability at least 1− 1

8m by repetition. The algorithm
aborts whenever one of the subroutines outputs ⊥, so the overall success probability is at
least 3

4 by union bound. ◀

▶ Proposition 4.⋃
c

RPP(nc) = BPP.

Proof. For every c, given a language L in RPP(nc) and its robustly-randomized algorithm.
We modify it so that whenever it is supposed to output ⊥, it simply outputs 0 instead. Then
the algorithm can be viewed as a randomized algorithm for L with error bounded by 1

4 , and
thus RPP(nc) ⊆ BPP. Combined with Proposition 2 we have

BPP =
⋃
c

BPP(nc) =
⋃
c

RPP(nc). ◀
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▶ Proposition 5. For every k, if BPP(k) ̸⊆ ZPP and ZPP ̸⊆ BPP(k), then

BPP(k) ∪ ZPP ̸= RPP(k).

Proof. Take L1 ∈ BPP(k) \ ZPP, and L2 ∈ ZPP \ BPP(k). We claim that L = L1 ⊕ L2 (the
symmetric difference of L1 and L2) gives the desired separation.

Since L ∈ BPP(k)ZPP, by Proposition 3 we have L ∈ RPP(k). On the other hand,
L /∈ BPP(k) since otherwise so does L2 = L⊕ L1. Similarly L /∈ ZPP. Notice that here we
crucially use the fact that both classes are closed under symmetric difference. Therefore
BPP(k) ∪ ZPP ̸= RPP(k). ◀

Before we restate Proposition 6, we need to formally define the the language recognized
by an interactive proof where the verifer is allowed to abort. This is slightly different from
the usual definition, as it is symmetric in a language L and its complement Lc.

▶ Definition 11. A language L is recognized by an interactive proof protocol (P,V) which
outputs 1, 0 or ⊥, if the following requirements are satisfied:
1. With the honest prover P, (P,V) outputs 1 if x ∈ L and outputs 0 if x /∈ L with probability

at least 3
4 .

2. With any (computationally unbounded) prover P ′, (P,V) outputs 1 or ⊥ if x ∈ L and
outputs 0 or ⊥ if x /∈ L with probability at least 3

4 .

▶ Proposition 6. A language L is in RPP(k) if and only if it is recognizable by an interactive
proof (which outputs 1, 0 or ⊥) with a probabilistic polynomial-time prover and a probabilistic
polynomial-time verifier, where the verifier is limited to at most O(k) random bits.

Proof. Given a robustly-randomized algorithm, we design an interactive proof where the
verifier simulates the algorithm, but with the untrusted random bits provided by the prover
as proof. The verifier also aborts when the length of the proof does not equal to the number
of untrusted random bits it needs. On the other hand, given a interactive proof protocol,
we can simulate the protocol with a robustly-randomized algorithm where the random bits
used by the verifier are trusted and the random bits used by the prover are untrusted. The
equivalence follows from Definition 2 and Definition 11. ◀

▶ Proposition 8.

RPL(1) = ZPL.

Proof. The proof is almost the same as the one for Proposition 1. The proof for ZPL ⊆ RPL(0)
goes in exactly the same way. However, in the proof for the other direction RPL(1) ⊆ ZPL,
there is a caveat: a logarithmic-space algorithm cannot afford to store all the untrusted
random bits. Therefore, instead of sequential iterations over all possible values of the trusted
bits, we do it in parallel, so that the untrusted random bits are still read-once. As there are
O(1) trusted random bits, this only increases the space by an O(1) factor. ◀

5 Query-Complexity Separations

Proof for Proposition 9. We define the subsets A, B ⊂ {0, 1, 2}2n+k as follows. Let R1
and R2 be uniformly distributed over {0, 1}k and {0, 1}n respectively. For every function
f : {0, 1}n+k → {0, 1, 2}, we say that
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f ∈ A if and only if Pr[f(R1, R2) = 0] ≥ 3
4 , and for every r ∈ {0, 1}n,

Pr[f(R1, r) ∈ {0, 2}] ≥ 3
4 .

f ∈ B if and only if Pr[f(R1, R2) = 1] ≥ 3
4 , and for every r ∈ {0, 1}n,

Pr[f(R1, r) ∈ {1, 2}] ≥ 3
4 .

Clearly A and B are disjoint as Pr[f(R1, R2) = 0] + Pr[f(R1, R2) = 1] ≤ 1.

1. A robustly-randomized protocol that distinguishes between f ∈ A and f ∈ B uses k

trusted random bits R1 and n untrusted random bits R2. It makes a single query for
f(R1, R2) and based on the query result being 0, 1 or 2, outputs A, B or ⊥ accordingly.
The correctness of the protocol is guaranteed by Definition 1.

2. For any constant ϵ > 0, consider a randomized protocol using at most (1− ϵ)n random
bits and making at most q queries to f . Fix all the query answers to be 2, and let
Q ⊆ {0, 1}n+k be all the possible positions being queried over all choices of the random
bits. Assuming q ≤ 1

4 · 2
ϵn, we have |Q| ≤ 2(1−ϵ)nq ≤ 1

4 · 2
n.

Now pick f, g : {0, 1}n+k → {0, 1, 2} to be:

f(r) =
{

0 if r /∈ Q

2 if r ∈ Q
g(r) =

{
1 if r /∈ Q

2 if r ∈ Q

It is straightforward to check that f ∈ A and g ∈ B. The protocol behaves exactly the
same on f and g, thus being incorrect with probability at least 1

2 on either one of them.
Therefore, a successful protocol must have q ≥ 2Ω(n).

3. Consider a zero-error randomized protocol making at most q queries to f . Fix f to be
the constant function 0 and clearly f ∈ A. We arbitrarily fix a choice of the random bits
where the protocol outputs f ∈ A, and let Q be the positions queried under the fixing.
Assume that |Q| ≤ q ≤ 1

4 · 2
k.

Now pick g : {0, 1}n+k → {0, 1, 2} to be:

g(r) =
{

1 if r /∈ Q

0 if r ∈ Q

It is straightforward to check that g ∈ B. Under the fixed choice of random bits, the
protocol behaves exactly the same on f and g , and thus incorrectly decides g ∈ A.
Therefore, a successful protocol must have q ≥ 2Ω(k). ◀
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A Appendix

A BPL-complete Problem
We prove Proposition 10 which states that the Stochastic Matrix Powering Problem is
complete for BPL. We already argued that this problem has a streaming proof between
a randomized logspace prover and verifier and hence is in BPL. We now argue that any
problem in BPL is logspace-reducible to this problem. The proof of this is similar to that of
undirected reachability being complete for NL.

Consider any family of functions F = {fn : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}}n∈N in BPL and consider a
randomized logspace Turing Machine that decides F . For any input x ∈ supp(fn), consider
a graph Gx whose vertices consist of all possible configurations of the machine on input x.
Since the machine is logspace, each configuration can be described by O(log n) bits and hence
the number of vertices in this graph is P (n) ≤ poly(n). Let s denote the initial state of the
Turing Machine on input x and let us say it has the label 1. We add an additional vertex t
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with the label P (n) + 1 and we draw two directed edges (with labels 1 and 0) from every
final accepting configuration to the vertex t. There are two self-loops at t (with labels 1 and
0). Every vertex in this graph has two outgoing edges each corresponding to the outcome
of a random coin toss. We denote the random walk matrix of this graph by Mx. Observe
that Mx is a stochastic matrix whose entries are logspace-computable. Our reduction maps
x to Mx.

Let R(n) be the number of random bits read by the Turing Machine. We assume without
loss of generality that the error of the Turing machine is at most 1/5 (by standard error
reduction techniques). We are promised that fn(x) = 1 if at least a 4/5 fraction of random
walks starting at s of length R + 1 reach t and fn(x) = 0 if at most a 1/5 fraction of random
walks starting at s of length R+1 reach t. Thus, we have a (P (n)+1)×(P (n)+1) matrix Mx

such that fn(x) = 1 if M
R(n)+1
x [P (n)+1, 1] ≥ 4/5 and fn(x) = 0 if M

R(n)+1
x [P (n)+1, 1] ≤ 1/5.

This completes the reduction.
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